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Abstract

For over 50 years, the structure of the US nuclear triad has remained the same. Relying on strategic bombers, intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBM), and submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBM), the United States has sought to deter strategic threats from a variety of sources. The current threat environment, however, is radically different from what was being considered when the triad was created. From the continued evolution of terrorism to the increasing threat of cyberattacks, both the nature of the threats facing the United States and the deterrence frameworks necessary to counter them have changed. The United States needs to critically reassess the current triad with an eye toward eliminating redundant or potentially ineffective delivery systems such as the strategic nuclear bomber.

The US nuclear triad has been the foundation of the country’s strategic deterrence framework since the mid-1960s. Comprising strategic bombers, intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBM), and submarine launched ballistic missiles (SLBM), the triad has been the backbone of US efforts to deter threats from other states. From an analytical perspective, proving the effectiveness of deterrence is highly problematic. “After all,” wrote noted strategy scholar Colin Gray, “episodes of successful deterrence are recorded as blanks in the pages of history books.” However, from the policy perspective, the US “victory” in the Cold War has come, for many, to represent clear evidence that the nuclear triad, and US strategic deterrence in general, have been successful. As a result, the United States continues to maintain the same general framework developed over 60 years ago.
years ago to combat an aggressive Soviet Union that no longer exists. There are undoubtedly still traditional state-level nuclear threats that require a robust and dynamic nuclear component to US strategic deterrence. But changes in the international threat environment since the end of the Cold War now require the United States to reevaluate that framework critically. From the evolution of terrorism to the rapid rise of cyber and space threats, traditional state-level nuclear attack no longer represents the primary threat to be deterred by the United States. Thus, it is time the US strategic deterrent reflect this new reality.

To begin the debate, this analysis specifically considers the continuing utility of the strategic bomber leg of the nuclear triad. As the first component of the US nuclear triad, the strategic bomber fleet represents both the historical and practical foundations of US strategic deterrence. For the entirety of the Cold War, strategic bomber forces were the primary component of the triad due to the wide variety of basing options offered vis-à-vis both strategic and extended deterrence policies.\(^2\) As a result, bombers also became the central method through which the United States conducted “signaling” as a component of the threat-response framework associated with strategic deterrence. For many, their greatest asset was their flexibility relative to doctrine and planning due to their ability to be recalled.\(^3\) Finally, they represent the long-standing central importance of the Air Force in the development of US strategic deterrence policy. It is the strategic bomber that created historical and contemporary perceptions of the “vital” role of airpower for US nuclear deterrence and stood as a symbol of US power in general.

The decline in the potential applicability and relative effectiveness of the strategic bomber is at the core of the current debate.\(^4\) The argument offered here is that these underlying rationales for continuing investment and development of strategic nuclear bomber forces are either outdated regarding the threat environment, ineffective due to technological advancements, or increasingly inefficient because of the relative unit cost for nuclear deterrence attained through ICBMs and SLBMs. The United States must begin to consider eliminating the strategic bomber leg of the nuclear triad to both streamline the nuclear deterrent and permit strengthening deterrence within the cyber and space domains.
Why the Triad?

One of the most important things to consider regarding the current structure of the US nuclear triad is that it was never planned. The current reliance on strategic bombers, ICBMs, and SLBMs is the direct result of an intertwined evolution of nuclear weapon and delivery system technologies, changes within the global strategic environment, and “because each of the military services wanted to play a role in the US nuclear arsenal.”5 Thus, the rationale for the nuclear triad was never based on a clear and consistent understanding of US strategic threats, interests, and needed capabilities. Instead, it is the result of sometimes ad hoc responses to a wide variety of often disconnected technological, political, military, and bureaucratic considerations. This in turn has led to an enormous commitment to maintain the triad despite long-standing questions regarding both its effectiveness and efficiency.

In examining the continued utility of the strategic bomber as a leg of the nuclear triad, it is important to examine two specific arguments behind its perceived importance to US strategic deterrence: its historical position as a nuclear delivery system and the symbol of US global power and its flexibility relative to nuclear doctrines and geostrategy. These two considerations have created a commitment to the strategic bomber leg of the nuclear triad that hinders further development and improvement of other US strategic deterrence capabilities in general. The doctrinal focus on a “flexible nuclear response” that was created under the Kennedy administration in early 1960s would become the foundation of the belief in the need for a nuclear triad—and strategic bombers specifically.6 However, the continued use of World War II–era perspectives on strategic bombing in conjunction with conventional conflicts such as the Vietnam War obscured necessary questions regarding its utility as a nuclear delivery system. Over time, this leg of the nuclear triad also came to represent the primary signaling mechanism toward the Soviet Union, as it was considered “the only portion of the triad that provides the ability for signaling of alert readiness changes (signs of escalation).”7 Both considerations in turn served to reinforce the long-standing historical perception of airpower as the primary illustration of strategic power and thus the logical foundation of US strategic deterrence. The result has been a commitment to the strategic bomber leg of the nuclear triad driven by outdated arguments and perspectives, rather than a comprehensive understanding of its value to contemporary US strategic deterrence efforts.
Nuclear Deterrence and Nuclear Bombers

The strategic bomber has enjoyed a unique position within the nuclear triad and US deterrence efforts precisely because it was the first (and still the only) delivery method that has been used. This position has assured that regardless of the rhetoric and reality associated with the various developments of US nuclear doctrine, the bomber has always assumed an unquestioned role in the nuclear triad. Prior to development of the ICBM (and later the SLBM), “concepts of strategic bombing that had emerged before and during the Second World War [continued] to provide an adequate framework for thinking about how atomic war would be fought.” This meant that the highly quantified and sterile examinations of strategic bombing during World War II then became the foundation of US nuclear doctrine well into the 1960s. This is typified by the widely held belief during much of the Cold War that the problem of creating a nuclear doctrine that satisfied deterrence and war-making requirements in the thermonuclear age “was in essence an economic problem—and thus the kind of problem that professional economists were best equipped to deal with.” While there was recognition of an increase in the level of destructiveness associated with the new weapon, there was a more general assumption that the nature of war had not really changed. But the development of the hydrogen bomb in 1952 was the first of many technological advancements that would challenge this assumption and as a result affect US nuclear policy. It certainly played a role in the development of the policy of massive retaliation under the Eisenhower administration, as well as in the growing concerns and resistance to it as US nuclear policy. The exponential increase in the destructive capability of thermonuclear weapons for many threatened to undermine traditional relationships between political goals and war. This in turn would lead to deeper questions regarding the very morality of nuclear weapons and the use of various deterrence strategies. Regardless of the problems associated with exactly how and when thermonuclear weapons would be used, there was little question during the majority of the 1950s that the strategic bomber would be the primary weapon of the next war.

During the early 1960s the strategic bomber was still the unquestioned central pillar of US deterrence strategies. Although ICBM technologies were rapidly improving the viability of US second-strike capabilities, it was commonly understood that US bomber forces still represented the
primary strategic deterrent for the United States. A significant part of this psychology was directly related to the US experience with strategic airpower during World War II and the clear belief that it had played a decisive role in the defeat of Germany and Japan.\textsuperscript{11} With the advent of nuclear weapons, this perception of strategic airpower as the central component of US global power was strengthened. The combination of US victory in World War II and its nuclear dominance in the immediate postwar period created a psychology in which critical evaluation of the role of bombers in nuclear deterrence seemed unnecessary. According to airpower historian Richard R. Muller, “the advent of nuclear weapons was seen initially as a quantitative, though not necessarily qualitative, change in the means of conducting aerial warfare.”\textsuperscript{12} Not only did this serve to ensure the role of bombers in the nuclear triad would not be questioned later, but it also cemented the Air Force and the doctrine of massive retaliation as the cornerstones of US deterrence policy.

In the early 1950s, Air Force bombers were the nation’s primary means for delivering strategic nuclear weapons, and the Air Force also had the lead in developing missile technology. Its budget authority went from $11.5 billion in 1954, in the wake of the Korean War, to $18.6 billion in 1960—about a 25 percent increase adjusting for inflation.\textsuperscript{13}

The result was the unquestioned commitment to strategic bombers as part of the US nuclear triad, despite growing evidence that both ICBM and SLBM technologies were potentially more effective vis-à-vis US deterrence and strike strategies.\textsuperscript{14} The advances in both delivery systems were, however, overshadowed by improvements in the design of strategic bombers and the lethality of thermonuclear weapons. With the development of both the B-52 and the first USAF supersonic bomber, the B-58, the arguments regarding the potential advantages for US deterrence stemming from ICBM and SLBM technologies were defeated relatively easily by the continued perception of the dominance of the strategic bomber fleet. This was reinforced by resistance from the Air Force to any significant changes in its dominance of the US nuclear arsenal and deterrence policy, noted as far back as this history from 1967: “The Air Force’s hesitation resulted from its devotion to the concept of strategic bombing, its belief in the application of maximum military power to important targets, and its desire to retain a monopoly of nuclear weapons.”\textsuperscript{15} By the time the US policy of flexible response was in place in the late 1960s, the Air Force had established firm control of US nuclear deterrence
policy. In turn, this guaranteed that the role of strategic bomber as part of the nuclear triad would remain generally unquestioned.

The 1960s represented the development of several potential threats to the role of the bomber within the US strategic deterrence framework. After a decade of development, the first nuclear ICBMs became operational in 1959. When combined with the hydrogen bomb, the ICBM’s advantages in both range and delivery immediately led to questions regarding the future structure of the US nuclear deterrent. These questions manifested most directly in doctrinal, and subsequently policy, disagreements between the Air Force and the Army and Navy. Against the Air Force’s continued promotion of the strategic air offensive as the foundation of US strategic doctrine and nuclear policy, “the other services flatly denied that strategic airpower alone could insure victory. While they generally agreed that Soviet aggression presented the greatest threat to US security . . . they argued that the conflict would be much more complex than the Air Force expected and that no single kind of military force could decide the issue.”16 The result was a disagreement between the branches that focused on what a future war would look like and what role nuclear weapons would most likely play in that war. The impact on policy showed in debates throughout the 1960s at places like RAND between those who supported the “stability doctrine” or mutually assured destruction (MAD), versus those who believed US deterrence structures could be formed around the concept of limited war.17

By the early 1970s, the US Army had relented in its attempts to develop its own nuclear capability. The Navy, however, increasingly began to challenge both the Air Force and its doctrinal assumptions relative to the continued evolution of the nuclear triad. Through successful development of the Polaris program, the Navy could now substantively add to the US nuclear deterrent framework. More importantly, the debates that surrounded the program throughout the 1950s and early 1960s were portents for the same discussions had today. First, they exposed “the nuclear weapon dominance that the newly created Air Force had in the early years the Cold War.”18 By the end of the Eisenhower administration, the Air Force was in control of three of the four primary ballistic missile projects, with the lone Jupiter missile project controlled by the Army. Without development of its own delivery system, the Navy was relegated to secondary status to the development of the country’s nuclear posture. It had focused initially on development of so-called
super carriers able to service nuclear capable long-range bombers. But Truman, “citing budget constraints, canceled the program in favor of increased investment in the Air Force’s B-36 strategic bomber.” This defeat led to a shift from the super carrier to the fleet ballistic missile as the primary nuclear delivery system for the Navy.

A second connection between nuclear force structure debates during the Cold War and today is the importance of technology for understanding capability—and thus policy and strategy. Combined with significant advances in submarine technology, shifting from an air-based to a missile-based focus in the late 1950s was an obvious and ultimately effective change in strategy for the Navy. But it also served to insulate strategic bombers from broader considerations of how to develop (and fund) the evolving nuclear triad. This is because the focus on missile technologies tended to make ICBMs the natural comparative weapon system for the new SLBMs, and neither seemed capable of fully supplanting the perceived advantages of the strategic bomber at the time. Potential advancements in missile defense systems (such as “Star Wars”) and a growing faith in stealth technology to enhance the effectiveness of strategic bombers created a short debate. The practical aspects of questions regarding the future of strategic nuclear bombers were symbolized by the development, cancellation, and subsequent reinvigoration of the B-1 bomber program in 1985. In the end, development of the B-1 and subsequent B-2 strategic bomber programs seemed to close the door on lingering questions. Indeed, the future role of the nuclear bomber seemed secure with deployment of the stealth-capable B-2 bomber in 1997. The Cold War was won, US strategic power was unchallenged, and both seem to be directly related to the development and maintenance of the nuclear triad as the foundation of the nation’s deterrence framework. What was less considered was how the new global threat environment would once again raise questions regarding the most appropriate framework for US nuclear deterrence.

**Signaling the Soviets**

Aside from their role in the delivery of nuclear weapons, strategic bombers’ most important use has been as a tool for signaling within the US deterrence framework. Few questioned the capability of the United States to follow through on the various threats associated with its deterrence policies. Instead, most of the academic- and policy-driven
examinations of US deterrence policy have focused on the ability to communicate intentions to use that capability in a credible manner. The primary means of signaling during the Cold War involved stationing nuclear weapons on an ally’s territory or within potential striking distance of an adversary. With the development and expansion of extended deterrence, the United States found itself in an increasing number of situations where it had to send nuclear signals to potential adversaries for both its own and its allies’ interests.21 The use of signaling was not aimed solely at adversaries like the Soviet Union or China, “it aimed also to discourage allies from seeking nuclear arms of their own.”22 As the role of signaling evolved relative to changes in the US nuclear doctrine, there was an ever-increasing need for flexibility and graduation within US response options. Because bombers offered more flexibility than the stationing of ICBMs, they increasingly became the preferred method for signaling US deterrence policy. The B-52 in particular became the symbol of US nuclear strength and deterrence policy, a role that it continues to play to this day.23

The use of bombers as the primary signaling method was an essential component of the US-Soviet deterrence framework during the Cold War. Interestingly, they played less of a role in Europe than they did in Asia for a variety of reasons. From a general perspective, ICBMs are the most static component of the nuclear triad and thus offer few options as a method of signaling intentions in individual crises. There are no spare missiles or extra silos, the missiles cannot be moved, and they remain constantly ready. ICBMs were useful for more general and long-term signaling in the European context precisely because US deterrence was intertwined with the regional security framework (i.e., NATO).24 This aside, bombers offered flexibility in terms of deployment and control. Even the possibility of using low yield or tactical nuclear weapons was part of an escalation ladder. This is most clearly summarized by one supporter’s claims that “nothing demonstrates American resolve better than putting fully loaded strategic bombers on alert or deploying them to a forward base as the spy satellites of a target nation pass overhead. The ability to signal in a nuclear crisis is a characteristic found only in the bomber force.”25 This flexibility was evident not only against the Soviets but also following the successful development of nuclear weapons by China in 1964. In both instances, however, this was at least partially
due to the differing structures of deterrence that developed within Asia relative to Europe.

The reality is that most of the direct conflict associated with the US-Soviet rivalry during the Cold War took place in Asia. If the US-Chinese rivalry is added to the equation, nuclear doctrine and strategy were tested far more often in the Asian theater than they were in Europe. In addition to (or perhaps because of) the almost constant existence of conflict in Asia, the United States also had the problem of potentially unstable or ill-equipped allies who were considering development of their own nuclear arsenals. At one point or another, the United States engaged Taiwan, South Korea, Japan, and Australia in quiet but firm efforts to convince them that pursuit of nuclear weapons was unnecessary due to US extended deterrence. Due to a variety of factors, including the Japanese adoption of its antinuclear principles and questions regarding the stability of some allies, the United States had no real opportunities to use missile deployments as a signaling method in the same way the strategy developed in Europe from the 1960s onward. The need for signaling within the Asian context, however, increased dramatically with the nuclearization of China. The difference between the two contexts involved more than just the signaling utility of missile basing, however.

The US nuclear deterrent in Europe is embedded in the American commitment to the NATO alliance, particularly Article V of the Washington Treaty. By contrast, the United States has no parallel multilateral alliance structure in East Asia. The US extended deterrent there is based on bilateral relationships and agreements, so any nuclear debate there would be viewed mainly through a bilateral lens.

Through its membership in NATO, the United States used a single signal (the basing of theater and intermediate range nuclear weapons throughout Western Europe) to illustrate extended deterrence to all of its allies in the region at the same time. The need to rely on bilateral relationships in the Asian context meant that the United States often found itself demonstrating its commitments more frequently, and in a much more specific manner. Rather than potentially defending Europe from a general Soviet threat, the United States had to engage its bilateral deterrent relationships within individual, often crisis-laden contexts. This only further limited the utility of missile deployments as a method of signaling, a reality that was finalized when the George H. W. Bush administration removed all tactical nuclear weapons from the region in
the early 1990s. The more critical takeaway, however, was that the signaling role of the strategic bomber was being affirmed in the post–Cold War era, if only because it was the only option.

It could be argued that the stationing of nuclear-capable submarines represented a potential form of signaling for US deterrence policy similar to the basing of missiles, especially as it related to extended deterrence.29 One of the reasons for this was the development of multiple independently targetable reentry vehicle (MIRV) technology and its impact on the deterrence value of SLBMs. The ability to mount three warheads on each individual SLBM, and survivability aspects of the submarine platform, quickly increased its importance in the nuclear triad and thus as a potential source of signaling. Combined with the Soviet rejection of the US proposed ban on MIRV technologies in 1970, “the Navy’s deterrent and retaliatory capabilities increased multifold.”30 The stationing of nuclear submarines could represent a significant message to both allies and adversaries of the US commitment to extended deterrence in a region. In recent attempts to deter North Korea from further developing its nuclear capabilities, nuclear submarine forces have played a prominent role in US signaling.31

Despite the limited use of both ICBMs and SLBMs to signal US intentions and deterrence capabilities, the strategic bomber has remained the dominant method of nuclear signaling into the post–Cold War period. There is little to suggest that the relationship between the three legs of the nuclear triad will ever change the relative utility of strategic bombers for signaling. What should be considered, however, is the contemporary need for nuclear signaling within the US framework of deterrence. Like other aspects of US nuclear doctrine and strategy, it may be the case that the need for nuclear signaling has diminished in combination with the decline of state-level nuclear crises. With changes in the international threat environment have come changes to the application of US deterrence strategies. In those instances where there have been state-level nuclear threats to US security, the threats have come from rogue states like Iran and North Korea. As will be discussed, traditional frameworks of deterrence are less useful in these instances precisely because rogue states already indicate their willingness to ignore attempts to deter their nuclear ambitions or policies. This means that while the strategic bomber continues to be the primary signal, both the instances for and effectiveness of its use have declined in the post–Cold War era.
The Declining Utility of Nuclear Bombers

To this point, this analysis has sought to clearly explain the foundations of the US reliance on strategic bombers as an essential component of the country’s deterrence policy and nuclear doctrine. The underlying reason for this discussion has been the desire to assess the continuing value of strategic bombers as part of the nuclear triad. The current position is firmly grounded in the historical value of strategic airpower for US hegemony, the practical need to have both a flexible response and dynamic signaling options, and in the general dominance of the Air Force within the area of US nuclear policy. The argument offered here is that these points no longer justify the continuing maintenance of the US strategic nuclear bombing option. First, whatever the historical value of strategic airpower for US geostrategy, technology has steadily eroded and perhaps eliminated that advantage. Although the Air Force argues that stealth technology represents a path to overcoming problems in this area, it is precisely the costs of producing an entirely new line of stealth-capable strategic bombers that has reduced the relative value of the strategic bomber leg of the triad. A second point to consider is the sea change that has taken place in the international threat environment since the end of the Cold War and since 9/11 in particular. Because of the general transition from states to nonstate actors as the primary threat and the associated transition in focus from nuclear conflict to terrorism and cyberwar, the utility of the US nuclear deterrent has diminished. There is no doubt that the global war on terrorism has illustrated the continued essential need of strategic bombing capabilities within conventional theaters. It is when one considers their decreasing effectiveness as a delivery platform, in conjunction with increasing costs relative to the other platforms, that the overall viability of the strategic bomber must be questioned.

Too Much “Buck”

The strategic bomber leg of the nuclear triad has consistently represented the most expensive component of the US nuclear arsenal. According to one study, “The annual cost of maintaining this fleet of aircraft ranges from $3.1 to $3.5 billion across the FYDP [Future Years Defense Program] (2014–18) for a total of $16.5 billion.”32 There were several years when this cost was double that associated with the deployment of ICBMs, and even with the associated cost of the development and support of submarine forces it still outpaced those expenses as well.
During that same period, for instance, the cost of ICBM maintenance ranged from $1.7 to $1.9 billion per year, with the cost of maintaining the nuclear submarine fleet resting at around $2.9 billion a year. The key is understanding the costs associated with delivery platforms, that is, the bombers themselves. Other examinations, such as the Harrison-Montgomery study conducted for the Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments, project much lower costs for maintaining the airborne components of the nuclear triad precisely because they do not include the full costs of the B-2 or the proposed B-21. The previously mentioned success of strategic bombers in the conventional context allows for rationalizing part of the cost as a “dual-use system.” There is, however, some mathematical judo taking place as the cost of development, deployment, and support of strategic bomber forces is extremely high for anyone solely considering the need to maintain nuclear capabilities. “In the minds of detractors, bombers are overkill and the costs associated with maintaining nuclear capable bombers are no longer justifiable.” This has not deterred supporters from continuing to promote the strategic bombing leg as untouchable during budget negotiations or reviews of US nuclear doctrine.

The primary responses offered rest on the belief that the bombers offer significant levels of flexibility for US deterrence efforts, flexibility that more than makes up for its expense relative to other legs of the triad. One aspect of this perspective rests on the nature of the weapon system itself. Incorporation of the human element into the bomber leg as represented by the crews of the bombers offered this component of the nuclear triad a higher level of responsiveness to changing conditions and contexts. This was most directly represented by the argument that bombers and their crews represented the only nuclear weapon system that could be both scrambled and recalled. This made them much more useful than the other two legs of the triad relative to “escalation/de-escalation during a conflict”—that is, signaling. In the post–Cold War context, it has been their flexibility relative to the sudden increase in the conventional role for long-range bombers that offers evidence of their continued importance to the nuclear triad. What has been interesting is that the overall justification for the contemporary costs of maintaining a strategic bomber fleet often has been justified more by “the need for long-range strike capabilities . . . than an interest in maintaining the nuclear role for bombers.” This recognition has been reinforced by
US combat experiences in Afghanistan, Iraq, and elsewhere. The role and utility of long-range bomber forces continue to be fully justified by the wide variety of combat requirements facing conventional US forces today. But the dominance of nonstate actors and the threat of terrorism within that framework require a separation of the role of bombers in the conventional sense versus their position and usefulness as part of the nuclear triad. On their own, long-range bombers represent an enormous investment of state resources and capabilities. The additional requirement of making the weapon system dual capable relative to the delivery of nuclear weapons adds a significant level of cost. It is for this reason that some cost projections have development and maintenance of the new long-range strategic bomber reaching $8 billion a year by 2030.38 In the end, acceptance of the significant and steadily increasing costs associated with maintaining strategic nuclear bombers is not justified by its diminishing role within the nation’s deterrence framework.

Too Little Bang

The primary argument offered here against the continuation of the strategic bomber leg of the nuclear triad is its vulnerability and relative weaknesses when compared to ICBMs and SLBMs. These are not new concerns as they represent consistent themes in the recurring debates regarding the structure of the triad. Ever since the establishment of the strategic bomber, a primary consideration for its effectiveness has been its ability to penetrate enemy airspace. This practical issue dominated analyses of strategic bombing during World War II, and its importance did not diminish with the advent of nuclear weapons. One of the more significant rationales behind the development of the Polaris SLBM system in the early 1960s was the recognition that the effectiveness of strategic bombers depended almost totally upon the degradation of Soviet air defenses.39 For this reason the emphasis on the flexibility and responsiveness of strategic bombers is much more applicable with regard to signaling than it is to the practical planning of a nuclear strike.

The potential weaknesses of strategic bombers as nuclear delivery systems are well documented and have been scrutinized since World War II. They are slow and vulnerable to air defenses as well as to surprise attacks on their bases, and they “provide only minimal second-strike capability.”40 When combined with the increasing ability to utilize ICBM and SLBM forces to satisfy both extended deterrence and counterforce
requirements, there is (for some) a steadily decreasing role in deterrence to be played by strategic bombers. One way in which the Air Force has attempted to address these criticisms is through the development of stealth technology. Unfortunately, experiences with the B-2 bomber indicates problems that call into question its overall effectiveness, especially as air defense technologies continue to improve.\textsuperscript{41} Even though current plans for the development of the new stealth B-21 bomber are in the works, there is no indication that their potential to defeat or evade enemy air defenses has improved relative to the problems that existed in the immediate post–Cold War era. What is important to understand is that the costs of developing and maintaining new replacement bombers in conjunction with upgrading existing B-52 and B-2 weapon systems is estimated to drive the overall cost of the strategic bombing leg of the triad to more than $8 billion a year by 2019.\textsuperscript{42} This expense could be justified if strategic bombers represented the most effective and efficient method by which to deliver nuclear weapons. But when the cost is considered relative to evidence that strategic bombers might in fact end up with the lowest success rate among other nuclear delivery platforms, the overall investment in maintaining and further developing them becomes increasingly questionable.

Conclusion

There has been a long-standing acceptance of strategic bombers as an essential component of the US nuclear triad. Its dominance has been based upon historical understandings of the importance of strategic airpower to US hegemony, as well as their practical use in signaling US deterrence strategies. The role of the strategic bomber has been supported further by the long-term dominance of US nuclear doctrine by the Air Force. There have been various instances in which the role of ICBMs was critically reviewed in terms of their continuing importance to US deterrence efforts. Similarly, the Navy encountered an uphill struggle in its attempts to develop the SLBM as the last leg of the nuclear triad. But it is in fact the strategic bomber leg of the triad that has most consistently been a source of concern when the US nuclear posture was under review. During the transition from mutually assured destruction to flexible response, and within the regular reviews of US nuclear doctrine, the role of the strategic bomber has continually been questioned, mostly by those outside the Air Force and beyond the culture of strategic airpower.
It is now time to engage more fully the questions and doubts surrounding the role of the strategic bomber as part of the nuclear triad, especially given the potential doubling of maintenance and support costs over the next decade.

While both the cost and efficiency arguments have value, the history of the debate surrounding the nuclear triad clearly demonstrates that it is the perceptions and influence of the Air Force that will most directly determine the future of strategic bombers. Some indications show their position on the nuclear triad is changing by the steady realization that the threat environment that the nuclear triad was designed to respond to no longer exists. While there is certainly a need to maintain traditional strategic deterrence vis-à-vis states such as Russia and China, the threat of terrorism and irregular warfare, as represented by increasing conflict with weak states and nonstate actors, has changed the dynamic within which the United States promotes its current deterrence policy. This perspective is highlighted further by the rise of both the cyber and space domains as areas in need of significant investments in deterrence capabilities. The United States must begin to recognize that despite its enormous economic strength, the ability to invest in a truly dynamic deterrence framework remains limited. It must begin to recognize that US deterrence efforts need to address new and more dynamic types of threats and attacks. This will mean that during the next nuclear posture review the Department of Defense will need to make hard choices regarding investing in increased cyber and space capabilities versus re-investing in the increasingly narrow and potentially ineffective strategic bomber leg of the nuclear triad. These choices will require sacrifices in other areas as well, but the suggestion offered here is that the strategic bomber leg of the nuclear triad represents a potential area to start with.
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